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This paperestablishesthat posting a price in each periodis a revenue-maximizingallocationmechanism in a finiteperiodmodel withoutcommitment.A risk-neutralseller has one objectto sell and faces a
risk-neutralbuyerwhose valuationis privateinformationand drawnfrom an arbitraryboundedsubset of
the real line. The seller has all the bargainingpower: she designs a mechanismto sell the object at t, but if
tradedoes not occur at t she can proposeanothermechanismat t + 1. We show thatpostinga pricein each
periodis an optimal mechanism.A methodologicalcontributionof the paperis to develop a procedureto
characterizeoptimal dynamic incentive schemes undernon-commitmentthat is valid irrespectiveof the
structureof the agent's type.

1. INTRODUCTION
This paper establishes that posting a price in each period is a revenue-maximizingallocation
mechanismin a finite horizon model, where the seller behaves sequentiallyrationallyand faces
one buyer whose valuationis privateinformation.It also develops a methodologyto derive optimal mechanismswithoutcommitmentin asymmetricinformationenvironmentsthat allows for
the agent's type to be a continuumor finite or any boundedmeasurablesubset of the real line.
Ourcharacterizationextends the literatureon optimalnegotiation/sellingmechanismsby requiring the seller to behave sequentiallyrationally,and it providesa foundationfor take-it-or-leave-it
offers in the bargainingand in the durablegoods monopoly literatures.
Riley and Zeckhauser(1983) provide a characterizationof an optimal selling procedure
undercommitmentwhen the seller faces one buyer whose valuationis privateinformationand
show thatat the optimumthe seller posts a price. Commitmentrequiresthatthe seller will never
proposeanothermechanismin the future,even in the event thatthe mechanismshe initiallychose
failed to realize any of the existing gains of trade.2
Withoutcommitmentthe seller can optimallychoose anothermechanismat t + 1 if tradedid
not occurup to t. Sequentialrationalityimplies thatif it is commonknowledgethatgains of trade
exist, partiescannotcrediblycommitto stop negotiatingat a pointwhereno agreementis reached.
This is an old idea in economics, and it dates at least back to Coase (1972), who conjecturedthat
a monopolist of a durablegood who lacks commitmentloses all her monopoly profits. In the
durablegood monopoly literature,3the seller behaves sequentiallyrationally,but her strategyis
restrictedto be a sequenceof postedprices.4The same is truein the bargainingunderincomplete

1. This work is based on ChapterI of my doctoral thesis submittedto the Faculty of Arts and Sciences at the
Universityof Pittsburgh.
2. Real-worldexamples aboutthe inabilityof the sellers to commit can be found in McAfee and Vincent(1997).
3. See Stokey (1979), Bulow (1982), and Gul, Sonnenscheinand Wilson (1986).
4. McAfee and Vincent (1997) examine a closely related problem, where there are finitely many buyers. They
characterizesequentiallyoptimal auctions under the assumptionthat the seller's strategyis a sequence of reservation
prices, and the buyersfollow a stationarystrategy.
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informationliterature,5where the proposermakes deterministicoffers at each round.6Often, the
right to make offers is assigned to one of the negotiatingparties. Suppose that the uninformed
one makes the offers. Wouldit be beneficial for her insteadof making a take-it-or-leave-itoffer
at each roundto employ more sophisticatedbargainingprocedures?Wouldthatpossibility allow
her to learnthe otherparty'sprivateinformationfaster?Whatis the optimalnegotiatingprocess
from the uninformedparty'spoint of view? The aim of this paperis to answerthese questions.
We show that an optimal allocation mechanismwithout commitmentis to post a price in
each period. Our result provides a foundationfor posted prices in the durablegood monopoly
literature7and for take-it-or-leave-itoffers in the bargainingliterature,since it establishes that
postedpricesperformbetterin termsof expectedrevenuethanall possible alternativeinstitutions.
Anothercontributionof this work is methodological.Withoutcommitmentone cannotuse
the revelationprinciplein orderto find an optimalmechanism.Moreover,the extendedrevelation
principlefor environmentswith limitedcommitmentby BesterandStrausz(2001) does not apply,
because it requiresthatthe type space be finite. Here, we develop a solutionmethodthatis based
on looking for equilibriumoutcomes and is valid irrespectiveof the structureof the type space;it
can be finite or a continuumor any measurableboundedsubset of the real line.8 This is the first
paperthatprovidesa complete characterizationof optimal mechanismswithoutcommitment,in
an asymmetricinformationenvironmentwhere the agent's type can be a continuum.
2. THE ENVIRONMENT
In this section we describe the formal set-up consideredin this paper.We describe players and
theirpay-offs andthe timing of the game; we then define mechanisms,assessments,social choice
functions,outcomes of the game, what we mean by implementation,and finally our equilibrium
concept.
A risk-neutralseller owns a unit of an indivisible object.9 Her valuationfor the object is
normalizedto 0. She faces one risk-neutralbuyerwhose valuationv is privateinformationand is
distributedon V accordingto F. The convex hull of V is the interval[0, 1].1OTime is discreteand
the game lasts T periods,t = 1,..., T < oo. Both the seller andthe buyerdiscountthe futurewith
the same discount factor,6. The seller's goal is to maximize expected discountedrevenue.The
buyer aims to maximize surplus.All elements of the game except the realizationof the buyer's
valuationare common knowledge.We now describethe timing of the game.
2.1. Timing
At the beginning of period t = 1 naturedeterminesthe valuationof the buyer, which remains constantover time. Subsequently,the seller proposesa mechanism.The mechanism
is played, and if the buyer obtains the object the game ends, else we move on to period
t = 2.
5. See, for instance,Sobel and Takahashi(1983) and Fudenberg,Levine and Tirole (1985).
6. Bargainersdo commit to the protocolwithineach negotiationround."Non-commitment"means thatbargainers
do not stop negotiatingif they know thatgains of tradeexist.
7. As shown there,the optimalsequencesof prices dependson the lengthof the horizonandon the discountfactor,
and it is decreasingovertime.
8. If one wants to departfrom the finite type case, the natureof the problemforces such generality.Even if one
startswith a continuumof types, because of the complexityof the strategyspaces, the supportof the principal'sposterior
beliefs at t = 2 can be arbitrarilycomplicated (whereas in the case where one starts with a finite type space, the type
space at the beginningof a subsequentperiodis again finite). And since the game that startsat t = 2 is isomorphicto the
whole game, with the differencethatit lasts one periodless, we write our model directly for arbitrarytype spaces.
9. Female pronounsare used for the seller and male for the buyer.
10. All the analysis goes through,if the convex hull of V is [a, b], where -oo < a < b < c0.
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* At t = 2 the seller proposes a mechanism. The mechanism is played, and if the buyer
obtainsthe object the game ends, else we move on to period t = 3.
* At t = T the seller proposesa mechanism.The mechanismis played, andthe game ends at
the end of period T, irrespectiveof whethertradetakes place.
We continueby definingwhat we mean by the word "mechanism".
2.2. Mechanisms
A mechanism is a game form. A game form Mt = (St, gt) consists of a set of actions St and
a mapping gt : St - [0, 1] x RJthat maps an action st~ St into outcomes. An outcome of a
mechanism is a probabilitythat the buyer obtains the object at period t, rt(st) e [0, 1] and an
expected payment zt (st) e R. A pair (rt (st), zt (st)) is called a contract. The set of all possible

mechanismsis denotedby M.
The buyer can always choose not to participatein a mechanism, in which case he gets a
pay-off of 0. We include the choice of non-participationin the definitionof each mechanism,by
assumingthat there is an option s e st such that (r(s), z(s)) = (0, 0). Now we can move on and
talk aboutstrategiesand assessments.
2.3. Assessments
An assessmentconsists of a strategyprofile and a belief system. A strategyprofilea = ai where
i is either S or B, specifies a strategyfor each player.In orderto talk about strategieswe need
some additionalnotation.Let Is and In denote the informationsets of the seller and the buyer,
respectively. An element of Is, (IB) is denoted by is, (iB). A strategy for the seller, as, is a
sequence of maps from Is to M. A behaviouralstrategyof the buyer, Ba, consists of a mapping
from V x IB to a probabilitydistributionover actions, A (St). A belief system, maps Is to the
set of probabilitydistributionsover V. Let F(v I it) denote the seller's beliefs It,
aboutthe buyer's
valuationat informationset it at period t, t = 1,..., T. Sometimes, when we are referringto a
particular information set, we simplify the notation by setting F(v

I it) = Ft(), t = 1,..., T.11

For t = 1, we have F(v I i1) = F(v), thatis, the seller has correctpriorbeliefs. A strategyprofile
a and a belief system is an assessment.
Ip
2.4. Allocation rules and paymentrules
Given an assessment(not necessarilyan equilibrium),the outcomefrom the ex ante point of view
is an allocation rule p(a, ip) and a payment rule x(a, iy). The rule p(a, Pu)(v) is the expected,

discountedprobabilitythat a v-type buyerwill obtainthe object given the assessment (a, uP),

[
tI{tradeatt i (a, ),v],
[Tt=o
and x (a, u)(v) is the expected, discountedpaymentthata v-type buyerwill incurgiven (a, pt),

p (a,)()

x(u, r)(v) = E

[

LTt=0

=

E

--t l{no tradeup

tot}

expected payment at t)} I|(

O,

)

It is possible that differentstrategyprofileslead to the same allocationand paymentrules.
11. But the readershould keep in mind that there are many differenthistories that lead to no tradeup to period t,
and for each such historythereis, in general,a differentposterior.
@ 2006 The Review of Economic Studies Limited
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It will be useful to define the outcomes of assessments at a continuationgame that starts
at t when the seller's informationset is i'. The situationis isomorphicto the game as a whole,
with the only difference that the seller's beliefs are now given by Ft(. ii). Then we can talk
aboutthe allocationrule Pt,it (a, p) and the paymentrule xt,i,s(a, ) thatarise by the assessment
(a, p) at the continuationgame that startsat t, when the seller's informationset is i . They are
the analogues of p(a, q) and x(a, u) for the particularcontinuationgame. As before, we will
often suppressthe notation(a, u).
In orderto talk aboutimplementationwe define social choice functions.
2.5. Social choicefunctions
In the environmentunderconsideration,a social choice function specifies, for each valuationof
the buyerv andeach periodt, a probabilityof tradert(V) e [0, 1] andan expectedpaymentzt (v) E
RJ.Given a social choice function {rt(v),Zt,()}[TI we can define the correspondingallocation
rule p andpaymentrule x by
p(v) = rl (v) + (1 - rl(v))3[r2(v) + (1 - r2(v))6[... ]] and
x()

=

Zl(v)

+ (1 - rl (V))6[Z2(V)+
(1

r2(V))6[?''']].

Allocation rules map valuationsto expected discountedprobabilitiesof trade,and paymentrules
map valuationsto expected discountedpayments.The expected pay-off of the seller and buyer,
respectively,from the interimpoint of view, are given by
Ixpectedpay-off of the seller =

x(v)dF(v)
and
v

Expected pay-off of the type-v buyer= p(v)v-x(v),
where the integralin the expressionof the seller's expected pay-off comes from the fact that the
seller does not know the valuationof the buyer.Thereare many differentsocial choice functions
thatlead to the same p(v) andx(v) and hence to the same pay-offs to the buyer
{rt(v),Z
and the t(v)}tLC
seller. All such social choice functions are equivalentfor our purposes,and hence when
we talk abouta social choice functionwe will simply mean their "reducedversions"given by p
and x. Now that we have specified what we mean by a social choice function we can talk about
implementation.
An assessment (a, p) implementsthe (reduced)social choice function p and x if for all
v e V, p(a, p))(v) = p(v) and x (a, y)(v) = x(v).
The set of implementablesocial choice functions depends on the solution concept. In this
paperwe requireassessmentsto be PerfectBayesian Equilibria.
2.6. Solution concept
A PerfectBayesianEquilibrium(PBE), is a strategyprofile,a, and a belief system, p, thatsatisfy
1. For all v e [0, 1] the buyer's strategyis a best response at each it and t, given the seller's
strategy.
2. Given Ft(- I it) and the buyer's strategy,the seller chooses at each it and t an optimal
sequence of mechanismsfor the remainderof the game.
3. Ft I it) is derivedfrom
i
rule wheneverpossible.
Ft-1 given using Bayes'
(.
? 2006 The Review of Economic Studies Limited
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A PBE requiresstrategiesto dictateoptimalbehaviourat each informationset. The natureof
the buyer'sand the seller's informationsets dependson whatthey observeduringplay. The buyer
observes the mechanismthat the seller proposes at each stage, as well as whether trade takes
place. We assume thatthe seller observes the action thatthe buyerchooses, s, as well as whether
tradetakes place. What the seller observes at each stage is called the degree of transparencyof
mechanisms.It determines,in some sense, her commitmentpower.12
Ourobjectiveis to find an assessmentthatis a PBE and guaranteeshighest expectedrevenue
for the seller among all PBEs. In orderto do so, we searchfor a social choice functionthatmaximizes expected revenueamong all social choice functionsthat are implementedby assessments
that are PBEs.
The following section describesthe technicaldifficultiesof the problemat hand, as well as
our solutionmethod.
3. TECHNICALDIFFICULTIESAND THE PROCEDURE
In this section we explainwhy one cannotemploy the revelationprinciplein orderto characterize
a revenue-maximizingPBE and how we sidestep this difficulty.
When the mechanism designer behaves sequentiallyrationally,informationrevelation is
very difficultbecause the mechanismdesigner,the seller in this case, cannotcommit not to use it
and exploit the buyerin the future.The buyerof course anticipatesthis, so in all but the last stage
of the game, he will typically behave in a way thatdoes not revealhis information.13The earlier
literatureon mechanismdesign withoutcommitment(Freixas,Guesnerieand Tirole, 1985; Hart
and Tirole, 1988; Laffontand Tirole, 1988, 1993) observed that, with the exception of the final
period of the game, one cannot use the standardrevelationprinciplein orderto find the optimal
mechanismin each stage. Withoutthe help of the revelationprinciple,one may need to consider
mechanismswith arbitrarymessage spaces, which is indeed whatwe do here,but then it becomes
quite challenging even to write down the seller's optimizationproblem.For this reasonFreixas
et al. (1985) characterizethe optimal incentive schemes among the class of linear incentive
schemes. Laffontand Tirole (1988) considerarbitraryschemes but examine only special classes
of equilibria,withoutcharacterizingthe optimum.
A remarkableresult is derived in a recent paper by Bester and Strausz (2001), BS, who
show that when the principalfaces one agent whose type space is finite, she can, without loss
of generality,restrictattentionto mechanismswhere the message space has the same cardinality
as the type space. This result does not apply to our problem because the type space can be a
continuum.Indeed, it seems difficultto translatethe idea that it is enough to have one message
per type in the case of a continuumof types. Moreoveras BS illustrate,in orderto find an optimal mechanismone has to check the incentive compatibilityconstraintsthat are binding. In an
environmentwith limitedcommitment,constraintsmay be binding"upwards"and "downwards".
Even if one could obtain an analogue of the BS result for the continuumtype case, which is
indeed challenging, it does not seem straightforwardto generalize the procedureof checking
12. If the seller does not observe anything,then all BNEs are PBEs and the "commitmentsolution"is sequentially
rational.In Skreta(2005c) we establishthatour result is robustto the case where the seller observes only whethertrade
took place or not.
13. To see why, supposethatat period 1 the seller employs a directrevelationmechanism,the buyerhas claimed to
have valuationv, and accordingto this mechanismno tradetakes place. If the seller behaves sequentiallyrationally,she
will tryto sell the objectat t = 2 using a differentmechanism.And in the case thatthe buyerhas revealedhis truevaluation
at t = 1, the seller has complete informationat t = 2. She can thereforeuse this informationto extractall the surplusfrom
the buyer.In this situationthe buyer will have an incentiveto manipulatethe seller's beliefs. One would expect, and it is
indeed true,thathe will not always reveal his valuationtruthfullyat the beginningof the relationship.This is established
formally in Proposition 1 in Laffont and Tirole (1988), where they show that there is no PBE where each type of the
buyerchooses a differentaction at t = 1. Hence truthtelling with probability1 cannotoccur at any PBE at t = 1.

? 2006 The Review of Economic Studies Limited
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those incentive compatibilityconstraintsthat are binding. When there is no a priori restriction
to a canonical class of mechanisms,looking for equilibriais indeed very ambitious,given the
size of strategyspaces (the set of possible mechanismsis enormous)and the complexity of the
game. Mechanismsemployed at t = 2, ..., T dependon the seller's posterior.Along the equilibrium path the posterioris determinedby Bayes' rule from the buyer's strategy,the mechanism
proposedby the seller, and the action chosen by the buyer.Therecan be infinitelymany choices
at t that end up in no trade,since lotteriesare allowed. Each of these choices may lead to a differentposteriorand an optimalt + 1 mechanism.At an equilibrium,the mechanismat t has to be
optimally chosen taking into account not only revenueat t, but also what beliefs the seller will
have aftereach history where there is no tradeup to t, which in turnwill determinethe optimal
mechanismfor t + 1 and so on. And in orderfor someone to finda revenue-maximizingPBE, one
has to find all PBEs of the game, then calculatethe correspondingrevenue,and finally compare
the seller's revenueat each of these PBEs. A paperthatlooks for equilibriais Laffontand Tirole
(1988). Thatpaperlooks for PBEs of a two-periodregulationgame withoutcommitment,where
the firm'stype is drawnfrom a continuum.Laffontand Tirole(1988) providesome propertiesof
equilibria,but they do not obtain a characterizationof an optimal equilibrium.14Indeed, looking for equilibriais very difficulteven in our model, which is in some dimensions simplerthan
Laffontand Tirole (1988).
We are able to sidestep the difficultiesthatarise in the analysis of LaffontandTirole (1988)
by looking at equilibriumoutcomes instead of equilibria. Investigatingpropertiesof equilibrium outcomes is much simpler.In one sentence, what we do is to characterizethe properties
of outcomes, p(a, p)s and x(a, p)s that are implementedby assessments that are PBEs, and
then choose the ones that the seller prefers.This idea was inspiredfrom Riley and Zeckhauser
(1983). Obviously the set of PBE-implementableallocations and payment rules is a subset of
the BNE-implementableones. In order to characterizethis subset, we examine what restrictions the requirementthat (a, u) be a PBE implies on p and x. In this way we obtain allocation rules and paymentrules that satisfy necessary conditionsof being PBE implementable.We
then choose the p and x that the seller likes best among those that satisfy the necessary conditions of being PBE implementableand verify that there exists indeed a PBE that implements
them. This is in line with the approachof the revelationprinciple, which prescribesa way to
obtain all the set of BNE-implementableallocation and paymentrules: "justlook at the social
choice functions that can be implementedby truth-tellingequilibriaof direct revelationmechanisms". While our focus is still on equilibriumoutcomes, ratherthan equilibria, we do not
work with a "canonicalfamily" of mechanisms.This alternativeroute in the case that we are
interestedin BNE-implementablesocial choice functions is as simple as working with direct
revelationmechanisms,but has the additionaladvantagethat it allows us to obtainpropertiesof
PBE-implementablesocial choice functions. Focusing on outcomes rendersmechanismdesign
"withoutcommitment"a tractableproblem, even if one works with mechanismswith arbitrary
message spaces.
In the following section we formulatethe seller's problem.

14. First they show that there is no separatingequilibrium,that is, thereexists no equilibriumwhere each type of
the agent chooses a differentaction at t = 1. Then they consider the situationwhere the uncertaintyabout the agent's
type is very small, that is, the agent's type belongs in a very small interval.In this case, the distortionof a full pooling
continuationequilibriumcomparedto the commitmentoptimumgoes to 0, as the length of the intervalof possible types
goes to 0. They also show that there exist other equilibriathat have the propertythat the distortioncomparedto the
commitmentcase goes to 0 as the length of the intervalof possible types goes to 0. These equilibriaexhibit, what they
call infinitereswitchingor pooling over a large scale. Hence, for small uncertainty,thatis, when the agent's type is almost
known, these three kinds of continuationequilibriaare candidatesfor an optimum.For the case that uncertainlyis not
trivial,the authorsdo not say which equilibriamay be optimal.
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4. FORMULATIONOF THE PROBLEM
Here, we employ the idea sketched in the previous section in order to write down the seller's
maximizationproblem.The seller seeks to solve
max Ix (u) dF(v)
V

subjectto p, x being PBE implementable.
We begin by examining the implementabilityconstraints.First of all, p has to satisfy resource constraints.Since there is only one object to be allocated,it must be the case that p(v) e
[0, 1] for all v. Second, at a PBE, the buyer's and the seller's strategymust be best responses at
each informationset. For the buyerthis implies, at the very least, that there is no type v that can
benefit by behaving as type o' does. For the seller, this implies that at each informationset her
strategyspecifies an optimal sequence of mechanismsemployed in the remainderof the game.
Finally,from the fact thatthe buyercan always choose not to participatein a mechanism,we get
that the buyer's expected pay-off for the continuationof the game must be non-negative.It follows thatif p andx areimplementedby a PBE they must, at the very least, satisfy the constraints
of the following program:
max / x (v)dF(v)
p,x j

subjectto
IC "incentiveconstraints",the buyer's strategyis such that
p(v)v -x(v) > p(v')v -x(v'); for all v, v' e V
PC "voluntaryparticipationconstraints",
p(v)v -x(v) > 0 for allv E V
RES "resourceconstraints"for all v E V 0 < p(v) < 1.
SRC (t, it) "sequentialrationalityconstraints",for all t, t = 2, ..., T, and for each information set of no tradeat t, ig, the seller chooses a mechanismthatmaximizes revenue:

max

jXfits

Pt,itXSt,it
1>ssti

(1)dFtits(t)

subjectto
IC (t, it) pt, (v)v - Xt,it (v)
PC (t, it) pti(v)v -~,0 (v)

Pt,it (v')v - xt,i (v'), for all v, v' e Yt,it

2 0 for all v E
constraints"
0 < pt,it (v)
Yt,is1 for all v E
RES (t, ii) "resource
where Yt,i4is the supportof the posteriorFt,it.
Ytis
are derivedusing the buyer's strategyand Bayes' rule whenBeliefs, posteriorbeliefs
Ft,is
ever possible.
Summarizing,if p, x areimplementedby an assessment(a, up)thatis a PBE, thenconditions
IC, PC, RES, and SRC will be satisfied.These are necessary conditionsfor p and x to be PBE
implementable.In what follows, we will obtain a solution, p and x, and establish that there
exists indeed an assessment that is a PBE and it implements p and x. We presentthe solution
when T = 2. First, we solve the problemwithoutimposing the sequentialrationalityconstraints
and show that an optimumis implementedby posting the same price in each period. Then, we
@ 2006 The Review of Economic Studies Limited
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impose the sequentialrationalityconstraintsand establish again that at an optimum the seller
posts a price in each period. With sequential rationalityconstraints,the optimal sequence of
prices depends on the discount factor and on the length of the game, and as it is shown in the
durablegood monopoly literature,it is decreasing over time. By inductionone can show that
the same result holds for any T < 00.15 Omittedproofs are in the Appendix, unless otherwise
noted.

5. OPTIMALMECHANISMSWITHOUTSEQUENTIAL
RATIONALITYCONSTRAINTS
In this section we solve the problem without sequential rationalityconstraints.This problem
providesa benchmarkto comparethe effect of sequentialrationalityon the solution.It is also the
problemthat the seller solves at the beginningof the final period of the game when we impose
the sequentialrationalityconstraints.
Withoutsequentialrationalityconstraintsthe seller's problemreducesto

max x(v)dF(v)
p,x d
V

subjectto
IC
PC
RES

p(v)v -x(v) > p(v')v -x(v') for all o, ' e V
p(v)v -x(v) > 0 for all v E V
0 < p(v) < 1 for all ve V.

We call it ProgramA. Even though this problem is isomorphicto the problem in the classical
works of Myerson (1981) or Riley and Zeckhauser(1983), their solution approachdoes not go
throughbecause it requiresthat the type space be an interval.The key step there is to rewrite
revenueas a functionof the allocationrule, which is the gist of the famous revenueequivalence
theorem.That step relies on the type space being an interval,which is not necessarilytruein our
model, where we work with probabilitymeasuresthathave supportarbitrarymeasurablesubsets
of the real line. The reason we allow for such generalityis the following. When T > 1 and we
impose sequentialrationalityconstraints,SRC, then SRC at T imply that for all histories isT,
solve a problemthatis isomorphicto the currentone. And because we allow for
Pri , and
XT,• mechanisms the seller and mixed
the use of general
strategiesby the buyer,posteriorsmay be
by
quite complicatedindeed.
How does one obtain a solution when the type space can be a "messy" measurableset?
The idea is to solve an artificialproblemwhere the type space is an interval,but its solution restrictedto V solves the actualproblemof interest,ProgramA. In particular,in the propositionthat
follows we establishthatwe can obtaina solutionof ProgramA by solving an artificialproblem,
ProgramB, where we requirethe constraintsto hold on the whole convex hull of V, which is the
interval[0, 1].
ProgramB:

1

max

x (v)dF(v)

p,x d
0
15. The complete analysis of the case where T > 2 can be found in Skreta(2005c), which can be downloadedfrom
the author'swebsite.
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subjectto

p(v')v -x(v') for all, v' e [0, 1]
p(v)v -x(v)
> 0 for all E
[0, 1]
p(v)v -x(v) >
•
< 1 for all ve [0,
0 p(v)
1].
p

IC
PC
RES

Proposition 1. Let PA and PB denotesolutionsof ProgramA and ProgramB, respectively,
and let R(pA) and R(pB) denote the seller's expectedrevenueat each of these solutions. Then16
R(pA) = R(pB).

Before proceedinglet us sketchbrieflythe proof of Proposition1.17ProgramsA and B have
the same objective function since dF is 0 on [0, 1]\V, and they differ only in the constraintset.
ProgramB has a lot more constraintsthan ProgramA; therefore,R(pA) > R(pB). We establish
that the reverseinequalityis true by showing that a solution PA and XAof ProgramA appropriately extended on [0, 1] satisfies all the constraintsof ProgramB. It follows that the values of
these programsare the same.
Now that we have replacedthe type space with its convex hull, we can obtainpropertiesof
feasible allocation and paymentrules using standardtechniques.Let U,,, (UaB(v),v) = p(v)v x (v) denotethe buyer'sexpecteddiscountedpay-off when his valuationis v given the assessment
(a, ,). FromLemma2 in Myerson(1981) we have
Lemma 1. If p,x are implementedby a BNE, they satisfy IC, PC, and RES constraints
and the following conditions must hold: for all v E [0, 1] (a) p(u) is increasing in v, (b)
(cB(0), 0), (c) Ua,,(B(O0), 0) > 0, and (d) p(v) e [0, 1]for
Uu,, (UB(0), V) = fo p(s)ds +
all Ve [0, 1].
Ur,,
Using these propertiesand standardarguments,we can writethe seller's expectedrevenueas
a functiononly of the allocationrule andthe pay-off thataccruesto the lowest type of the buyer18
I

1

x(v)dF(v) =

1

0

0

o

p(v)[1 - F(v)]dv - U,,u(u(0),

p(v)vdF(v) -

0).

Fromthe analysis in Myerson (1981), we know thatif p solves
1

1

max p(v)vdF(v)- f p(v)[1 - F(v)]dv,
0

(1)

0

where
3 = {p : [0, 1] -* [0, 1]: p is increasing),
and x(v) = p(v)v - /p(s)ds,
then (p, x) are optimal.
16. The conjecturethat such a resultmay be availablearose from discussions with Kim-SauChung.
17. More details can be found in the Appendix. See also Skreta(2005a) for full details.
18. If F has a strictly positive density, then we obtain the familiar expression fdp(v) [V [1-F(v)]

f(v)dv -

(0B(0),0).
UO,i,
?
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Our objective is to choose a function p that is increasingand such that (1) is maximized.
Because (1) is linear in p it follows that the maximizeris an extreme point of the feasible set.
Extreme points of the set of increasing functions from [0, 1] to [0, 1] are step functions that
jump from 0 to 1. The optimal allocationrule has the bang-bangproperty:the seller tradeswith
zero probabilitywith types below a cut-off of v*, p(v) = 0 for v e [0, v*), whereas tradeswith
probability 1, that is, p(v) = 1 with types v E [v*, 1]. The propositionthat follows states this
resultand providesa formaldefinitionof the cut-off v*.
Proposition 2. Withoutsequentialrationalityconstraintsthe seller maximizesrevenueby
posting at each t the same price vo*,where19
v*

(--inf

[0, 1] s.t.

[1 - F(s)]ds > O, for all

sdF(s) -

E
[E [v, 1]

.

2
(2)

The revenue-maximizing
allocation and paymentrules are given by
1 if v >v*
and
=Oifv <v*

p()=

x(v) = v* if v> v*
=Oifv <v*.

The proof of this result is relatively standardand can be found in Skreta (2005b). The
revenue-maximizingallocationrulewithoutsequentialrationalityconstraintscan be implemented
by the following strategy profile. The seller makes a take-it-or-leave-itoffer in each period,
t = 1,..., T of v*. The buyer's strategyis as follows: for v > v* the buyer accepts the seller's
offer at t = 1, and for v < v* the buyerrejects the seller's offer at t = 1,..., T. It is very easy to
see thatplayers' strategiesare mutualbest responseshence the given assessmentis a BNE.
This characterizationis a generalizationof the analysis in Myerson (1981) and Riley and
Zeckhauser(1983), "commitmentsolution", for distributionsthat have arbitrarysupport and
that do not necessarily satisfy the monotone hazardrate property.When T > 1, and we impose
sequentialrationalityconstraints,SRC, it will be crucialfor our analysisto be able to say how the
price that the seller will post at the final period of the game dependson the posterior(the proof
of Proposition8 in the Appendix).The definitionof an optimalcut-off in (2) allows us to obtain
such comparativestatics results, somethingthatis not that obvious with the "ironingtechnique"
in Myerson (1981). We now continue with the characterizationof a revenue-maximizingrule
with sequentialrationalityconstraints.
6. OPTIMALMECHANISMSWITH SEQUENTIALRATIONALITY
6.1. Formulationof theproblem
In this section we solve for optimal mechanismstaking into account sequentialrationalityconstraints.We analysethe case when T = 2. As in the case withoutsequentialrationalityconstraints,
we first show thatit is withoutloss of generalityto solve an artificialprogramwhere we replace
the type space with its convex hull. ProgramB for T = 2 is given by
1

maxJ x(v)dF(v)
px
0

19. I thankPhil Reny for suggestingpartsof the proof of Proposition2.
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subjectto
IC
PC
RES

p(v)v- x(v) p(v')v -x(v'); for all v, v' e [0, 1]
p(v)v -x(v) > 0 for all v E [0, 1]
0 < p(v) < 1 for allve [0, 1].

SRC (t = 2, i2) "sequentialrationalityconstraints".For each informationset of no tradeat
=
t 2, i2, the seller chooses a mechanismthatmaximizes revenue:

max

J

P

2,i

(v)dF2,i(0)

S2,(i
's

2,i 'x2,i2

subjectto
IC (t = 2,

()

- x2,i2 ()

(v')v - x2,i (v'),

p2,i2
for all v, v'i2)p2,i
EY2,i2
PC (t = 2, i) p2,2 (V)V-X2,i2 (V) > 0 for all v E
Y2,i
v
RES (t = 2, i )0<
() < 1 forall E
Y2,i2.

2,i2

Beliefs posteriorbeliefs F2,i are derivedusing the buyer's strategyand Bayes' rule whenever possible.
replacedby
ProgramB is exactly the same as ProgramA for T = 2 but with V and
YT,•T
theirconvex hulls [0, 1] and YT,iT,respectively.20
Proposition 3.

The value of ProgramA and ProgramB is the same.

Proposition3 is analogous to Proposition 1, but now we have to take into account the sequentialrationalityconstraints.We sketch why Proposition3 is true. By applyingProposition1
to the seller's problemat t = 2, we know thatat each informationset a solutionof SRC (t = 2, i2)
extended on Y2,i4= [v, Vi] solves ProgramB at informationset i2 Therefore,essentially nothing changes on the set of constraintsdescribedin SRC (t = 2, i2). Then, using exactly the same
argumentsas in the proof of Proposition 1, one can show that a solution p and x of Program
A appropriatelyextended on [0, 1] satisfies all the constraintsof ProgramB. It follows that the
values of these programsmust be the same.
Using standardarguments,ProgramB can be rewrittenas
I

1

maxJ p(v)vdF(v)0

0

p(v)[l

- F(v)]dv

(3)

subjectto
S[0,1]

x(v)

=

{p : [0, 1] -- [0, 1]: p is increasing},

=

p(v)v -

J

p(s)ds and

0
p(v) e [0, 1] for allv e [0, 1].
20. There is a slight abuse of terminologybecause now ProgramA and ProgramB include also the sequential
rationalityconstraints.
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SRC (t = 2, i2) "sequentialrationalityconstraints".For each historyi2

2i 2(v)vdF2,i2(0) -

2,axi
S S
2,"'s i2

P2,i2(V)[

- F2,i2()]dv

s'
2,i2

subjectto
3 2i2=

X2,i2(0)
()
P2,i2
'S

(p2,i2 Y2,i
=
P2,i2(v)v

-

-

2
[0, 1]: P2, is increasing),

P2,i(s)ds

and

E [0, 1] for all ve Y2,i2.
S

are derived using the buyer's strategyand Bayes' rule whenever
Beliefs posteriorbeliefs
F2,i2
possible.
We now describepropertiesthat (p, x) satisfy if they are implementedby strategyprofiles
thatare PBEs.

6.2. Necessary conditionsat a PBE
Fix an assessment (a, j) that is a PBE and call (p, x) the allocation and the paymentrule implementedby it. We startby drawing p from the smallest type, type 0. Let s denote an action
that leads to contract(r, z). This is the contractwith the smallest r, among all contractslead by
actions weakly preferredby type 0 at t = 1 at the PBE underconsideration.Let [0, bV],&5<1,
denote the convex hull of types thatchoose action s at t = 1, and let F2 denote the seller's posterior at t = 2 aftershe observes action s at t = 1 and no tradetakesplace. Since T = 2 is the final
periodof the game, we know fromProposition2 thatthe seller will post a price, which we denote
by Z2(F2).
The propositionthatfollows describespropertiesof PBE-implementable(p, x).
Proposition 4. If (p, x) are implementedby an assessment that is a PBE they satisfy (i)
Lemma1 and (ii)
p(v) = rfor V E [0, Z2(F2))
p(Z2(F2)) E [r,r + (1 - r)6]

(4)

p(v) = r + (1 - r) for v E (Z2(F2), -)
p(b) e [r + (1 - r)6, 1]
where e [0, 1], r E [0, 1], and z2(F2) solves (2) given F2, where F2 is a probabilitymeasure
that can arise at a PBE and has supporta set with convexhull the interval [0, i-].
Definition 1. Wecall P the set of allocation rules that satisfy the propertiesdescribed in
Proposition 4.21
21. ThedefinitionallowsforV= z2(F2)in whichcasep(6) e [r,1].
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For v E [0, V-)it is surprisingto see that the shape of p is the same as if all types in [0, V-]
choose action s with probability1. In thatcase the price at t = 2 afterthe buyerchooses s, call it
z2(D), would have been optimalgiven

2()=

0, F(0)'

0,

v
for o

[0, i]
otherwis
otherwise

(5)

In general, Z2(F2) is optimally chosen given some posterior F2 whose support has convex
hull [0, i-], but it is not necessarily a mere truncationof the original distribution.Now, for
types in [i, 1], the shape of p depends on the seller's and the buyer's strategy.But for certain, if p is implemented by an assessment that is a PBE, then it is also BNE implementable, and it satisfies all the propertiesstated in Lemma 1. Hence it has to be an increasing
function.
With the help of Proposition4, the following section establishes that a solution of (3) is
implementedby a PBE of the game where the seller posts a price in each period.
6.3. Revenue-maximizingPBE
The solution will proceed as follows. First, we restrictattentionto allocationrules implemented
by strategyprofiles, where the seller at t = 1 employs simple mechanismsthat separatetypes
into two groups: "high"and "low". We call this set of allocation rules P*. We show that a
revenue-maximizingallocation rule among P* is implementedby a PBE of the game where
the seller posts a price in each period. Second, we consider the general case, where the mechanism consists of a game form and the buyer may employ mixed strategies,where potentially
non-convex sets of types choose the same action with positive probabilityat t = 1. We show
that under certain conditions, the seller can without loss restrict attention to allocation rules
in P*. We conclude that if these conditions are satisfied, at an optimum the seller posts a
price in each period. In the final, and most delicate, step we show that the previously imposed conditions are satisfiedby all PBEs and our quasi solution is a real solution. We startour
exploration with the case where at t = 1 the seller employs mechanisms that contain two
options.
Step 1. Revenue-maximizingPBE among 2-option mechanisms
Here we look for the revenue-maximizingallocationrule among the ones implementedby
strategyprofileswhere the seller at t = 1 employs a mechanismthat containstwo contracts:one
targetedto the "low"types, (r, z), and one targetedto the "high"types, (1, z1). We show that at
the optimumthis kind of mechanismreduces to a posted price: the options availableare (0, 0)
and (1, zi).
We look at assessmentsof the following form.The seller at t = 1 proposesa mechanismthat
apartfrom the outside option (0, 0), contains two contracts.Contract(r, z) is targetedto "low"
types and option (1, zl) is targetedto "high"valuationtypes, where r E [0, 1] and z, z le R.
The buyerbehaves as follows. At t = 1 types E [0, i) choose (r, z) and types in (i, 1] choose
(1, zi). TypeV is indifferentbetween choosing: (r, z) and choosing (1, zl) at t = 1, and may be
randomizingbetween the two. Now at t = 2 afterthe historywherethe buyerchose (r, z) at t = 1
and no tradetook place, beliefs are given by (5), and the seller chooses a price Z2that satisfies
thatthis allows for suboptimalbehaviourat t = 2 on the partof the seller). The
z2 < Z2(iV)(note
at
=
2
t
buyer
acceptsZ2for E [z2, i) andrejectsZ2for v E [0, z2). This assessmentimplements
@ 2006 The Review of Economic Studies Limited
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an allocationrule of the form

p(v) = r forD [0, Z2)
p(v) = r + (1 - r)6 for E [z2, V)
[r + ( - r)6, 1]
p(v) = 1 for v E (V, 1].
p()

Definition 2.

(6)
(6)

Wecall P* the set of allocation rules having the shape given by (6),for some

r e [0, 1], V_e [0, 1]; Z2 Z2(v), where Z2(v) solves (2) given (5).
<

Now we move on to establishthata revenue-maximizingelement of P* can be implemented
a
PBE
of the game where the seller posts a price in each period.
by
Proposition 5. Let p* denote a solution of maxpep*R(p). Then p* can be implemented
a
PBE
by
of the game where the seller posts a price in each period.
This step establishesthatif the seller restrictsattentionto periodone mechanismsthatapart
fromthe outsideoption (0, 0), containtwo options: one targetedto the "low"types, (r, z), andone
targetedto the "high"types, (1, z1), then at an optimumthis kind of mechanismreduces to a
posted price: the options availableare (0, 0) and (1, z l). Now we proceed to solve the general
problem.
Step 2. Iffor all p

•

P it holds Z2(F2)< 2(VQ),thenposted prices are optimal

Here we assume thatfor all p E P it holds Z2(F2)< Z2(v). Given this assumption,we show
thata solution of
1

1

max p(v)vdF(v)0

p(v)[1 - F(v)]dv

(7)

0

subjectto
o

p

P and x(v)

=

p(v)vo-

p(s)ds
0

is an allocationrule that is implementedby a PBE of the game where the seller posts a price in
each period.In particular,we show thateach element of P, for which it holds thatZ2(F2) Z2(D),
<
is dominatedin terms of expected revenue by an element of P*. Then our result follows from
Proposition5.
We will employ the following auxiliaryresult.
Lemma 2. If

z2(o)

solves (2) given (5), then Z2is increasingin V.

We are now readyto state the main resultof this step.
Proposition 6. For each p E P with the property that z2(F2) <- Z2(4), there exists an
allocation rule p E P* thatgenerates higher revenuethan p.
Proof We establishthateach allocationrule p E P where Z2(F2)< Z2(v) is dominatedin
termsof expected revenueby an allocationrule in p E P*. Takean element of peE , for which
@ 2006TheReviewof EconomicStudiesLimited
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we have thatZ2(F2)5 Z2(v).First supposethat0 < Z2(F2) < V. Expectedrevenuefrom p is then
given by
Z2(F2)

Z2(F2)

-

J

SrovdF(v)0 r[1-F(u)]do
0
+

J[r+ (1-r)6]vdF(v)-

z2(F2)

z2(F2)

1

+
vi

[r+ (1- r)][1-F(v)]dv

1

p(v)vdF(v)
-

p(v)[1- F(v)]dv.
v

We constructan allocationrule p, thatis an element of P* and it generateshigherrevenuethanp.
For the range [0, ) we set P(v) = p(v). For types in v e [V, 1], we choose p optimallyimposing
the constraintthatthe resultingallocationrule be increasingon [0, 1] and ignoringall sequential
rationalityconstraints.For types [5, 1] it is, in some sense, as if we are solving a "commitment
problem".Let
** - infI
**

E [V, 1] s.t.

sdF(s) -

[1

- F(s)]ds 0, for all E [V, 1]
>
t

then for the same reasons as in the case without sequentialrationalityconstraints,discussed in
Proposition2, we would like to set p equal to its lowest possible value for the types v e [V-,v**),
which is now r + (1 - r)6, and set it equal to its largestpossible value, which is 1, for the region
where the virtual valuation is on average positive, that is on [v**, 1]. The resulting allocation
rule is
p3(v)= r for E [0, Z2(F2))
j3(v) = r + (1 - r)6 for V E [Z2(F2),v**)

= 1 for V E [v**, 1].
/p(v)
Now because v** > V, from Lemma 2 we have that Z2(V) < Z2(v**),where z2(v**) is optimal
F()' for v e [0, v**] Moreover,since we assumedthat
at T = 2 given a posteriorF2()
otherwiseF(v**).
otherwise
0,0,
z2(F2) < Z2(V),we also have z2(F2) < Z2(v**).Hence, the resultingallocationrule is an element
of P*. Moreover,by construction,it generateshigherrevenuefor the seller than p.
So far we have assumed that 0 < Z2(F2) < iV. If 0 = Z2(F2) < V all previous arguments
go throughsince for v E (Z2(F2),VS)we have that p(v) = r + (1 - r)6. Now if Z2(F2)= iVit is
possible that p(iv) < r + (1 - r)6. Again, all our argumentsgo throughas before, since it turns
out p(v + e) r + (1 - r)6, for e > 0, arbitrarilysmall. To see that p(v + e) > r + (1 - r)6, we
>
argueby contradiction.First, observe that type v makes zero surplusat t = 2 since Z2(F2)= V-,
hence p(i)v - x(iv) = ro - z = [r + (1 - r)6]iS- [z + (1 - r)6Z2(F2)].Now let us considertype
v + e, and supposethatp(v + e) < r + (1 - r)6, then since at a PBE the buyer'sstrategyis a best
response,it follows thatp(&+ e) (V+ e) - x(Vi+ e) > [r + (1 - r)o5](5+ e) - [z + (1 - r)5Z2(F2)],
but since p(V + e) < r + (1 - r)6 we have thatp(v + e)v - x (V+ e) > [r + (1 - r)56]i- [z + (1 r)&Z2(F2)].This implies that thereexists an intervalof types (5, V-]such that p(V + e)v - x(V +
@ 2006 The Review of Economic StudiesLimited
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the fact that
e) > [r + (1 - r)3]v - [z + (1 - r)&z2(F2)] > rv - z for v E (5, 6_],contradicting
[0, 5] is the convex hull of types that choose s with strictlypositive probabilityat t = 1. Hence
p(V6+ e) > r + (1 - r)6, and all argumentsare as in the case of Z2(F2) < 1. II

Let us recap the argumentsused to establishProposition6. We startwith an allocationrule
p E P where Z2(F2)< z2(5). Takingas given the shapeof p for [0, 6), we optimallychoose p(v)
for v e [5, 1], ignoring all sequentialrationalityconstraintsand imposing only the requirement
thatthe resultingallocationrulebe monotonicon [0, 1]. Using the assumptionthatZ2(F2)
_ z2(D)
and Lemma 2, we establishthat p is an element of P*. From Propositions5 and 6 we can
then
conclude that
Proposition 7. Iffor all p E P we have that z2(F2) Z2(4), then undernon-commitment
the seller maximizesexpectedrevenueby posting a price in each period.
Step 3. For all p E P that are PBE implementableit holds that z2(F2)

_ z2(V)

The set P containsallocationrules thatsatisfy minimalrequirementsof being implemented
a
by PBE, since in establishingProposition4, we have requiredthe seller to behave optimally
at t = 2 only after the history where the buyer choose s at t = 1. Therefore,strictly speaking,
P is a superset of PBE-implementableallocation rules. Here we study furtherrestrictionsof
PBE implementabilityand establish that for all p E P that are PBE implementablewe have
Then our "quasi"solution of Step 2 is a real solution.The following proposition
Z2(F2) <
z2(o-).
establishes
that the seller cannotbenefit from "sophisticated"strategiesof the buyer.
essentially
The proof is lengthy so we give an overview here, and place the details in the Appendix.
Proposition 8. For all p • P that are PBE implementablewe have z2(F2)

Z2(v).

Overview of Proof: Fix an assessment that is a PBE. From Proposition4 we know that
it implementsan allocation rule in P. Recall that s denotes an action that leads to the contract
(r, z), the contractwith the smallest r, among all contractslead by actions weakly preferredby
type 0 at t = 1 at the PBE underconsideration.Recall also thatwe use [0,1], 135 1, to denote the
convex hull of types that choose action s, and F2 denote the seller's posteriorat t = 2 after she
observes action s at t = 1 and no tradetakes place. Since T = 2 is the final period of the game,
an optimalmechanismderivedin Proposition2 is to post a price, which we denote by Z2(F2).
Clearly if all types in [0, V] choose s with probabilityone, then the posterioris (5) and it is
immediatethat Z2(F2) 5 z2(13).The only possibility then that Z2(F2)> Z2(4), is when a strictly
positive measure of types in [0, V] choose an action, other then action s, with strictly positive
probability.Types in [0, -] can be choosing with strictly positive probabilityan action s that
leads to the same contractas actions, namely (r, z), and/orcan be choosing an actioni thatleads
to a contract(F,Z), which is differentfrom (r, z).
For v e [0,1] let m(v) e [0, 1] denote the probabilitythat type v is choosing at t = 1 actions that lead to contract(r, z). This implies thatwith probability(1 -m(v)) type v is choosing
actions that lead to a contractdifferent from (r, z). We assume that m is a measurablefunction of v, with m(v) e [0, 1] for all v e [0,1]. Now, for simplicity suppose that other than s,
there is only one more action that leads to (r, z), call it 9.22 A fraction /3(v) of m(v) type v
chooses action s and a fraction 1- P(v) of m(v) chooses action 3. We assume that / is a
measurablefunction of v, with /3(v) e [0, 1] for all v e [0,1]. Thus, the seller's posteriorsat
22. The case where more thantwo actions lead to (r, z) can be handledanalogously.
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the beginning of the final period of the game after observing s, and respectivelys, are given
fJ(t)m(t)dF(t)
by F2(s) =

{,f f(t)m(t)dF(t)

for

[O,
, and

2(s) =

f(1-f(t))m(t)dF(t)
fo (1-fl(t))m(t)dF(t)

[O,]

otherwise
otherwise
0,
0,
Since both actions are chosen with strictlypositive probability,we have thatfo fl(t)m(t)dF(t) >
0 and fo(1 - fl(t))m(t)dF(t) > 0. When all types that choose either s or s, all coordinateon
one of the two, say s, the posterior after the seller observes s at t = 1 is given by F2m
(s) fJm(t)dF(t) for v [0, -]
m(t)dF(t)
foU

otherwise.
Let Z2(F2),respectively,Z2(F2)and Z2(F2m),solve (2) given posteriorF2, respectively,F2
and F2m.In terms of t = 1 allocation, actions s ands are equivalentsince they lead to the same
contract (r, z), but they may lead to different t = 2 options since it is possible that Z2(F2)
0,

z2(F2).
In the first

step of our proof we show thatthis is impossible: in orderfor both actions s and
s to be chosen with strictlypositive probabilityat t = 1, they must lead to the same t = 2 options,
= Z2(F2)= Z2(F2).In the second and final
namely Z2(F2)= Z2(F2).We also show that Z2(F2m)
of
our
we
show
that
can be found in the Appendix. II
The
details
step
proof,
Z2(F2)< z2(i).
Proposition8 is a key step in our characterization:complicatedstrategiesor mixed strategies of the buyer do not pay, in the sense that the set of possible posteriorbeliefs induced by
such strategiesdoes not allow the seller to supporthigher prices at t = 2, comparedto the case
where convex set of types choose the same action with probability1. We are now ready to state
our result.
Theorem 1. Undernon-commitmentthe seller maximizesexpected revenueby posting a
price in each period.
Proof

This follows from Propositions7 and 8.

II

Intuitively,the reasonwhy simply posting a price is optimal,is thatproposinga mechanism
at t = 1 with more options has higher cost than benefit. The potential benefit from offering a
mechanismwith many options is that it may allow for more possibilities for types to self-select
at t = 1, which in turn, in case that no trade takes place at period t = 1, provides the seller at
t = 2 with more precise informationabout the buyer's valuation.The cost is that by providing
more possibilities to self-select also increases the possibilities to masqueradeas anothertype. It
turnsout, thatthe cost of having higher types behavingas if they are lower ones, is greaterthan
the gain obtainedfrom having moreprecise informationat t = 2. We proceedto comparewhat is
the revenueloss for the seller, given her inabilityto commit.
7. COMMITMENTAND NON-COMMITMENT:REVENUECOMPARISONS
In this section we compare expected revenue for the seller when she employs a revenuemaximizing mechanism with and without commitment.Withoutcommitmentthe set of feasible allocation and paymentrules must satisfy additionalconstraints,since we requirethe seller
and the buyer to behave sequentiallyrationally.From this observation,it follows that in general
RC > RNC(5),where RCand RNCdenote the highestrevenuethatthe seller can achieve with and
without commitment,respectively.The difference in RC and RNC(Q)depends on the discount
factor.When the buyerand the seller are very patient(in this model the buyerand the seller have
? 2006 The Review of Economic StudiesLimited
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the same discountfactor),the seller will find it beneficialto postpone all tradeto the last period
of the game where she has commitmentpower.It follows thatwhen = 1 expectedrevenuewith
and withoutcommitmentcoincide. The same is truefor 6 = 0, which is essentially as if the game
lasts one period. The seller posts at t = 1 the revenue-maximizingprice as in the environment
with commitment;thereforeRNC(0)= Rc. Forintermediatevalues of the discountfactorit holds
that RNC< Rc. To get some idea aboutthe magnitudeof the differencein expectedrevenuewe
presentan example.
Example 1. Suppose that T = 2 and that v is uniformlydistributedon the interval [0, 1].
The optimal mechanismwith commitmentis to post a price v* = 0.5 in each period, and the
correspondingexpectedrevenueis RC= 0.25. Now let us determineRNC(3). Ourtheoremtells us
that the seller will maximizerevenuebyposting a price in eachperiod. Let 5idenote the valuation
of the buyerwho is indifferentbetweenaccepting theprice at t = 1, denotedby zl, and accepting
For the assumed
theprice at t = 2, denotedby Z2(V), thatis, 1 - Zl = 6 - 6Z2(() or V =zlb2-).
f, for ve [0, V]
prior we have that, if the buyerrejectstheprice offerat t = 1, then F2(v) =
otherwise
otherwise
1,
and the price posted at t = 2 is given by z2(v) = . Substitutingthis expressionof Z2( ) into V
we get that Z1= 5(1 - 0.53). Given the above relationshipbetween zl, i, and Z2(v1)the seller
will pick
13e argmax(1-13)13(1-0-.5)+6f(•- -.

2)22

Thefollowing table gives the solutionfor differentvalues of the discountfactor
Discount factor3
0
0.3
0-5
0-7
0.9
1

Price at t = 1, zl
0.5
0.46
0.45
0-44
0-46
0-5

Price at t = 2, Z2(V)
0.5
0.27
0-3
0-34
0-42
0.5

15
0.5
0.54
0.6
0-68
0.84
1

RNC
0-25
0.23
0.225
0.222
0.232
0.25

8. GENERALITYAND ROBUSTNESSOF THE RESULT
Our objective has been to characterizea revenue-maximizingPBE, in a game where the seller
can choose a differentmechanismin each period. The set of PBE-implementablesocial choice
functions depends (i) on the generalityof the buyer's strategy,(ii) on the generalityof mechanisms that the seller employs, (iii) on the degree of transparencyof mechanisms(or degree of
commitment),and finally (iv) on the length of the time horizon.Regardingthe generalityof the
strategythat the buyermay be employing, we have not imposed any restrictions.The buyermay
be employing mixed strategiesand non-convexsets of types may be choosing the same actions.
Regardingthe generalityof definitionof mechanismswe have assumed that a mechanism
consists of a deterministicgame form. The same is truein Bester and Strausz(2001)23and in the
earlierliteraturefrom Hartand Tirole (1988) to Rey and Salanie (1996).
23. In Bester and Strausz (2001) the agent reportsm and the outcome is x(m) in a set of decisions X. In our
terminologym is s, x (m) is g(s) and the set X is [0, 1] x R.
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With respect to the degree of transparency,in this paperthe principalobserves the actions
chosen by the agent, namely s. This is also assumed by Bester and Strausz(2001) and by the
earlierliterature.In this case, the assumptionthat game forms are deterministicis without any
loss.24A recentpaperby Bester and Strausz(2004) studies mechanismdesign with limited commitment assuming that the mechanismdesigner does not observe s and allowing for the game
form to be random.When the mechanismdesigner does not observe s, whetherthe game form
is randomor not, is crucialfor the set of outcomes. In some sense, the ability to employ random
devices, togetherwith the ability to commit not to observe the action that the agent chooses (or
in the terminologyof Bester and Strausz(2004), the message that the agent reports),increases
the commitmentpower of the mechanismdesigner.25Bester and Strausz(2004) show thatin this
case, the principalcan do bettercomparedto the case where she observes s. In Skreta(2005c)
we establish that our result is robustto the case that the seller does not observe s, as in Bester
and Strausz(2004), but in additionshe does not observe g(s),26 and observes only whethertrade
took place or not. In this case, the mechanismdesigner has more commitmentthan Bester and
Strausz(2004), because she does not even observe g(s). The optimalityof posted prices is therefore robust to alternativeassumptionsregardingthe degree of commitmentof the mechanism
designer.27
Finally, in Skreta (2005c) one can also find the complete analysis for T > 2. The main
structureof the proof for the T = 2 case extends to longer finite horizons,but some of the details
of the argumentsbecome more involved.

9. CONCLUDINGREMARKS
This paperestablishesthata revenue-maximizingallocationmechanismin a T-periodmodel under non-commitmentis to post a price in each period.It also develops a procedureto find optimal
mechanismsundernon-commitmentin asymmetricinformationenvironments.This methoddoes
not rely on the revelationprinciple.
Previous work has assumed that the seller's strategyis to post a price and the problemof
the seller is to find what price to post. We providea reason for the seller's choice to post a price,
even though she can use infinitely many other possible institutions: posted price selling is an
optimalstrategyin the sense thatit maximizesthe seller's revenue.We hope thatthe methodology
developed in this paperwill prove useful in derivingoptimal dynamic incentive schemes under
non-commitmentin otherasymmetricinformationenvironments.
In the future we plan to study the problem in an infinite-horizonframework,which may
be a more appropriatemodel to study mechanismdesign without commitment.This problemis
involved with issues which requirecarefulanalysis beyond the scope of this paper.
24. Suppose that given an action s, g(s) is random,with probability r the outcome is (r, z), and with probability
(1 - 7r) the outcome is (r^,z). Given that the seller observes s her beliefs about the buyer's valuationwill be the same
irrespectiveof whetherthe outcome of the game form is (r, z) or (r, z)-in other words, the second period price will
be simply a function of s, call it z2(s). Types below Z2(s) reject this price at t = 2, hence for those types the expected
outcome from choosing vs is p = rr + f(1 - r) and x--z=
+ (1 - r)X.Now types above z2(s) accept the price at t = 2
andfor those types the expectedoutcomefromchoosing s is given by p = r(r + (1 - r)5) + (1 - r )( + (1 - F)5) andx =
7r(z+(1-r)SZ2(s))+(1-r)(
+(1-i)Gz2(s)), whichcanbe alsorewrittenas p = r + (1 - r)i~+ [1 -,rr-(1 -r)P]5
and x = Irz+ (1 - 'r) + [1 - rr - (1 - Ir)1]Iz2(s). These outcomescan arise by a deterministicmappingthatmapss to
r = Kr +(1 - Kr) and Z= Krz+(1 - r)2.
25. Recall thatif the mechanismdesignercan commit not to observe anything,the commitmentsolution is sequentially rational.
26. Recall that g(s) is a probabilityof trader and an expected paymentz.
27. The resultis also robustto the case where the mechanismis definedas a game form endowedwith a communication device, mediator,so long as (1) eitherthe seller observes the exchange of messages between the mediatorand the
buyeror (2) the mediatorcannotforce actions to the buyer.Details are availablefrom the authorupon request.
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Proof of Proposition 1.
Let PA, xA denote a solution of ProgramA and PB, xB denote a solution of ProgramB. Let R(pA) (respectively
R(pB)) denote the expected maximizedrevenueat a solution of ProgramA (respectivelyProgramB). A priori it is not
obvious, how R(pA) and R(pB) compareto each other, since a solution of ProgramA is an allocation and a payment
rule defined on V, whereas a solution of ProgramB is an allocation and a payment rule defined on [0, 1]. We first
reinterpretProgramA in an appropriateway to make its value comparableto the value of ProgramB and then show that
R(PA) = R(pB).
Step 1. Make R(pA) and R(pB) comparable.
In order to make R(pA) and R(pB) comparable,we slightly modify ProgramA, by defining PA and xA on an
"extendedtype space", namely the convex hull of V, which is [0, 1]. So long as the value of PA and xA for a type in
[0, 1]\V is an element of {PA(o), xA(v)}v) V, it is fine for our purposes.The "extended"allocationandpaymentrule still
have to satisfy IC, PC, and RES only on V. Essentiallythe only thing thathas changedis the region of integrationin the
expressionof objectivefunction,but since dF is 0 on [0, 1]\ V, we have that
XA(V)dF(V) = JXA(v)dF(v).

0

V

Clearlythis programis equivalentto ProgramA. Hence, from now on, when we referto ProgramA we mean its reinter.
pretation.
Step 2.

Weshow that R(pA) = R(pB).

A solution of ProgramA has to satisfy IC, PC, and RES on V. A solution of ProgramB has to satisfy all these
constraintson the extendedtype space, thatis on [0, 1]. Since ProgramB has more constraints,it follows that
R(pA) > R(PB).
We will be done if we establishthat
R(PA)

5 R(PB).

(8)

We argueby contradiction.Suppose not, then
R(PA) > R(pB).

(9)

Now considerthe allocationand paymentrule definedas follows. Foro e V we set
PA(V) = PA(V), and XA(V) = XA(o).

Before we describewhat happensfor vo [0, 1]\V, note that it is withoutloss to take V to be closed. Otherwise,we can
define PA and xA on the closure of V by setting PA and xA equal to their limit values. It is then trivialto establishthat
the resulting PA and xA are feasible on the closure of V. Now, suppose that (vL, VH) is an intervalin [0, 1]\V and let
V e (vL,
OH) denote the type that is indifferentbetween choosing the actions specified for vL and the actions specified
for vH, thatis
PA(VH)

-X A(vH) = PA(OL)^ - xA(VL).

(10)

Such a type exists, since for oL we have that
PA(VL)vL -XA(VL) > PA(uH)L

--XA(OH)

and for vH we have that
PA(OH)H

--XA(VH) > PA(VL)oH -xA(vL);

then by continuity,thereexists 3 e (vL, OH) such that(10) holds.
On (UL,oH), PA andxA are definedas
PA(o) = PA(OL) and xA()

= xA(VL)

PA(V) = PA(OH) and xA(v) =xA(OH)

? 2006 The Review of Economic StudiesLimited
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Proceed similarly for all subintervalsof types that are not contained in V. Now since dF(v) = 0 for v e [0, 1]\V we
have that
(12)
R(13A)= R(PA).
From (9) and (12) we obtainthat
R(3A) > R(pB).
We establish that PA and iA satisfy all the constraintsof ProgramB. First, from (11) one can see that from the
buyer'sperspectivesno "real"new optionshave been addedsince the menu {PA(V),XA(V)}I~V[0,1]is exactly the same as
{PA(V),xA(V)}veV. Then using the fact that PA and xA satisfy IC on V, equality (10), and the observationthatno real
options have been added,it follows thatPA, xA satisfy IC on V. Now to check IC on [0, 1], considertypes in (VL,VH).
From the fact that PA, xA satisfy IC on V, we have that PA(vH) > PA(vL). Then we know from (10) that all types
below 3^prefer (PA(vL), xA(vL)) and all types above V3prefer (PA(OH),xA(vH)). By the definitionof PA, A it then
follows that deviations within (vL, vH) are not profitable.Now from the fact that PA and xA satisfy IC on V we can
conclude thattype vL prefersoutcome (PA(oL), xA(vL)) to all otheroptions in {PA(v), xA(v)),,V and type oH prefers
outcome (PA(VH),xA(VH)) to all other options in {pA(v),xA(V)}veV. Then using (10) it is very easy to see that no
type in v e (vL, vH) can profitablydeviateby behavinglike a type in [0, l]\(vL, VH). Similarly,we can check thatIC is
satisfiedfor all E [0, 1]\ V. It is also immediatethat PA and xA satisfy voluntaryparticipationconstraintsand resource
constraints.
Hence PA, xA are feasible for ProgramB and moreovergeneratestrictlyhigherrevenuethen PB, contradictingthe
optimalityof PB andxg. It follows thatthe maximizedvalues of ProgramsA and B are the same. II
Proof of Proposition4. Considera PBE assessment (o, p) and let (p, x) denote the allocationand paymentrules
implementedby it. Point (i) is obvious. All PBEs are BNEs hence p and x satisfy Lemma 1.
To see (ii) let s denote an action that leads to contract (r, z). This is the contractwith the smallest r, among all
contractslead by actions weakly preferredby type 0 at t = 1 at the PBE underconsideration.Also let Y denote the set
of types of the buyerthatchoose s at t = 1 with strictlypositive probability,and let [0, V], with 0 < -, denote its convex
hull. FromProposition2, we have thatafterthe historythatthe buyerchose action s, and no tradetook place at t = 1, the
seller will maximizerevenueat t = 2 by posting a price. Let us call this price as Z2(F2) and define
VL= inf{v e Y s.t. v accepts z2(F2) at t = 2}.
Firstwe show thatvL = z2(F2), then we establishthatfor v E (vL, V) we have thatp(v) = r + (1 - r)6. Finally,we show
that for VE [0, vL) we have thatp(v) = r.
Step 1. Weshow that vL = z2(F2). At a PBE, the buyer'sstrategymustbe a best responseto the seller's strategy.
This implies that
[r + (1 - r)6]vL - [z + (1 -r)62(F2)1

> rvL - z.

We now show that this inequalitymust hold with equality.We argueby contradiction.Suppose that [r + (1 - r)6]vL [z + (1 - r)6Z2(F2)] > roL - z, then the seller can increasez2(F2) by Az such that
[r + (1 - r)6]vL - [z + (1 - r)6z2(F2)] - 6Az = rvL - Z
and raisehigherrevenueat the continuationgame thatstartsat t = 2. All types v > VLstill preferto choose (1, Z2(F2)) at
t = 2 then to choose (0, 0). Hence the seller has a profitabledeviationat t = 2, contradictingthe fact that we are looking
at a PBE. At a PBE we thereforehave that
[r + (1 - r)6]vL - [z + (1 - r)6z2(F2)] = rvL - z,

(13)

from which it is immediatethat UL= z2(F2).
Step 2. Weclaim thatfor v e (z2(F2), 6), where z2(F2) <t, we have that p(v) = r + (1 - r)6. Wewill establish
this resultby observing that if a v e (z2(F2), i) is choosing a sequence of actions withpositive probability,then it must
be that the expecteddiscountedprobabilityfrom these alternativeactions, p, is such that 1 = r + (1 - r)6. Otherwise
dependingon whetherj < r + (1 - r)5 or f > r + (1 - r)6, either a type smaller than v, say z2(F2), or greater thanv,
say t, has a profitabledeviation. Take,for instance, the case that f > r + (1 - r)6. Then,for v it must hold fv - >
[r + (1 - r)63]v- [z + (1 - r)5z2(F2)], which implies togetherwith (13), that all types in (v, i) strictlyprefer an action
differentfrom s, contradictingthefact that [0, v] is the convexhull of the set of types that choose s.

I
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Step 3. For v E [0, Z2(F2)), with z2(F2) 0 we have that p(v) = r. Again ifa V E (0, z2(F2)) is choosing a semustbe that the expecteddiscountedprobabilityfrom these alternative
quence of actions withpositiveprobability,then it =
^
actions 5, is such that = r. Otherwisedependingon whetherj < r or ^ > r either a type smaller than v, say 0, or
greaterthanv, say z2(F2), has a profitabledeviation.Supposethat ^ < r, thenfor type v it mustbe PfV- i ? ro - z, but
then 0 has a profitabledeviation since 3O- X > rO- z, contradictingthefact that action s is weaklypreferredby type
0. Thefact that p(O) = r follows from thefact that s induces the contract with the smallest r among all actions weakly
preferredby type 0, so that p(O) cannot be less than r.
Summingup, if 0 < z2(F2) < o, from Step 2 we have that p(v) = r + (1 - r), for v e (z2(F2), 0), and from Step 3
we have that p(v) = r, for v E [0, Z2(F2)). Now if z2(F2) = i, then p(ii) e [r, 1] (since p(z2 (F2)) e [r, r + (1 - r)6] and
p(i) e [r + (1 - r)6, 1]). It follows thatif an allocationrule is implementedby an assessmentthatis a PBE it is given by

(4). II
Proof of Proposition5.
Consideran assessmentthat implementsan element of P*. The seller's expected revenueis given by
Z2

R(p) =

Z2

r[1 -F(s)]ds

rsdF(s)-

0

o

+f[r + (1 - r)6]sdF(s) -

[r + (1 -

Z2

1

+

- F(s)]ds
r)l][1

z2

1

sdF(s)-J[1 - F(s)]ds.

In orderto find an optimalallocationrule out of P* we have to choose (i) Z2,(ii) r, and (iii) i- optimally.
Step 1. At an optimumz2 = z2(V).
Fromthe definitionof an allocationrule in P* we have thatz2 must be less or equal to Z2(i). We now establishthat
at an optimumof P* it will be z2 = z2(V). Since
z2(i5) solves (2) given beliefs (5) we have thatfor all z2 < z2(5)

J

Z2(V)

Z2

Z2(V)

dF(s)f
F (VZ
-)

s

F(s)

I
(Z-)
Z2

-

F

I]ds<O,

--

which since F(Qi)> 0 implies that
Z2(V)

z2(V)

[F(Vi)- F(s)]ds< 0,

sdF(s)- -

f
Z2

Z2

from which it is immediatethat
Z2(V)

[r

Z2(6)

r)]sdF(s)-

+(1-

Z2
It follows thatat an optimumZ2= Z2(U).

+(1-r)6][1-F(s)]ds

/[r
z2

<0.

Step 2. At an optimumr = 0 or r = 1.
Differentiatingwith respectto r we get that
z2(V)

Z2(V)

R(p)r

sdF(s)0

+

0

[1- F(s)]ds

(1 - 6)sdF(s)-

Z2(V)
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> 0, then at an optimumit must be r = 1 for all v E [0, 1]. If O
which does not dependon r. If
optimumit must be r = 0, and the participationconstraintsimply that z = 0.

< 0 then at an

Step 3.

Optimali determinesoptimalsequence of prices.

From Steps 1 and 2 we have that an optimalallocationrule of P* can be implementedby an assessmentwhere the
seller proposes a mechanismwith two contracts(0, 0) and (1, z 1), where z 1 denotes the price that the seller must post
at t = 1 to keep type i, indifferentbetweenzl at t = 1 and
at t = 2, thatis fi - zl = (i - z2(o)) ori =
Types [0,5i] of the buyer choose (0, 0) at t = 1, whereasZ2(O)
types (i, 1] choose (1, z1). Each fi e [0, 1] determines._z1 at
t = 1 via f =
2. In orderto find an optimal
and the optimalprice at t = 2, Z2(5), via
maxz2e[O,6][1
allocationrule out of P*, the seller chooses Vioptimally.It is very easy to see that this is a PBE of the game where the
seller posts a price in each period.This completes the proof. II
Proof of Lemma2.
We argueby contradiction.Suppose thatV3> i~but z2(^) < z2(5), then
[F(3) - F(O)]z2() > [F(i) - F( )]z2(i).
Since z2(vi) is the optimal price given beliefs (5) it solves
[1-z2(v)maxz2~[0,6]
or
[1- F(z2())
[1- F(z2())
or

]
F )

F(D) ]Z2())

(14)
2. It follows that

Z203)

[F(5) - F(z2(o))]z2(i) > [F(o) - F(z2(o))]z2(o).

(15)

) and addingthem up we get

Multiplying(14) and (15) by

1

F(6) [(F(3)
>

- F(ti))z2(i) + (F(i) - F(z2(z3)))z2(5i)]

(16)

+ (F(Q) F(z2(o)))z2(o)].
F(6) [(F(t3) F(o))z2(3)

Now (16) can be rewrittenas,
1

F(i3)[F(3)
contradictingthe definitionof Z2(v).

1
F(z2(Q))z2(o)] > F(F) [F(i3)-F(z2(-))z2(o)],

II

Proof of Proposition8.
Step 1. Weestablish Z2(F2m)= z2(F2) = z2(F2).
Step 1.1. First we show that Z2(F2) = z2(F2).
Supposenot, and withoutany loss, assume that z2(F2) < z2(F2). Then for all v E V we have that
[r + (1 -r)]v

-[z + (1 -r)6Z2(F2)] > [r +(1 -r)]ov -[z + (1 - r)6Z2(F2)],

hence for all v > Z2(F2) the buyerstrictlypreferss to s. But then when the seller sees S, she can infer that the valuation
of the buyer is below z2(F2), which in turnimplies that a price of z2(F2) > Z2(F2) cannot be optimal. Contradiction.
This completes the proof of Step 1.1.
Step 1.2. Thisstep establishes that Z2(F2m)= z2(F2) = z2(F2).
Assume wlog that z2(F2m)< z2(F2). By the definitionof
it
with F replaced by
Z2(Fn) (given by (2),
Fmn(v)),
follows that
z2(F2)
z2(F2)
2

sdF(s)z2(F2m)

1

(17)

z2(F2m) 2-SdFW(t)]ds>0.
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But since z2(F2m)is not a maximizerfor beliefs F2 we have that TZ2(F) sdF2(s) - z2(F -[[ ff dF2(t)]ds < 0, or
J s(F2Z2
F s
s((F2fA
2
<0,
(t)m(t)dF(t) 2(F2) ss)m (s)dF(s)
S
where)dF2(t)
ffl (t)m(t)dF(t) ds
z2(F) [f
in
which2(F)
implies
t(F(t)urn
that(t)dF2
whichin turn
impliesthat

z2(F2)
S

6

Z2(F2)

s(s)m(s)dF(s) -

s

P(t)m(t)dF(t)-

ds < 0.
l )m(m(t)dF(t)

z2(F2m)L

z2(FZm)

Similarly,since z2(F2z) is not a maximizerfor beliefs F2 we have that fz2(F2 sd2()
0, which implies

S

(18)

s(1-fl(s))m(s)dF(s)-

J

(1-/8(t))m(t)dF(t)-

Z2(Fm)

z2(F2m)

z22(F [1-fd2(t)lds

(1-f(t))m(t)dF(t)

ds <0

<

(19)

0

adding(18) and (19) and recallingthatz2(F2) = z2(F2) we obtainthat
z2(F2)

s

22(F2)[

sm(s)dF(s)i
z2(F7n)

m(t)dF(t) ds < 0,

(t)dF(t)-

mi

0

z2(Fm) 0

which since fo m(t)dF(t) > 0 also implies that
s

2(F2)

J

Z2(F2)

m(s)dF(s)

1-J

z2(F2m) 0f m(t)dF(t)

z2(F2m)

f
z2(F
2) sdm22(s)z2(F2

fm(t)dF(t)

ds<0,or
0fm(t)dF(t)

ds < 0.
1
m) 1- 0 dP22(t)
2(F

(20)

But (20) contradicts(17).
Now we argue that Z2(F2m)> 2(F2) is not possible either.To see this simply, reverse the roles of z2(F2m)and
z2(F2), z2(F2) and replace in the above inequalities ">" with "<" and "<" with ">". It follows then that z2(F2m)=
z2(F2) = Z2(F2). This completes the proof of Step 1.2.
So far we have establishedthatz2(F2m)= z2(F2) = z2(F2). Now, we move on to comparez2(F2m)and
z2(o).
Step 2.

Weestablish that z2(F2)

5 z2(().

First, we find that only types above z2(F2) can be choosing with strictly positive probabilityactions that lead to
contractsotherthan (r, z). Then m(v) = 1 for all v E [0, z2(F2)).
Step 2.1.

Weshow that m(v)= 1for all v

[0, z2(F2)).

We argueby contradiction.Supposethatthereexists i3e [0, z2(F2)) thatis choosing with strictlypositiveprobability
an action i that leads to a contract(F,Z) for which either F : r and/or2 # z. Let z2 denote the price that the seller will
post at t = 2 afterthe historythat the buyerchoose I at t = 1. Now, from Proposition4 we know thatfor vo [0, Z2(F2))
we have that p(v) = r, thereforeit must be the case thateither (a) r = F or (b) r = F+ (1 - F)6.
We show thatcase (a) is impossible,since 7 = r implies2 = z, which implies in turn,that(F,Z) is the same contractas
(r, z). To see this we argueby contradiction.Supposenot, andwlog let 2 > z. Dependingon whetherz + (I - r)6z2(F2) <
S+ (1 -F)062 or z + (1 -r)6z2(F2) ? 2+(1 - F)352,therearetwo cases to consider.If z +(1 -r)6z2(F2) < + (1 - F)z2
then, since we also have that z < E, all types of the buyer prefer (r, z) to (F,2). The reason is that the probabilityof
@ 2006 The Review of Economic StudiesLimited
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obtainingthe object is always the same underthese two options, r = F and of course r + (1 - r)b = F+ (1 - F)6, but
paymentsare always lower at contract(r, z). But then the types thatare choosing with strictlypositive probabilityaction
i, which leads to (F,Z), are not best-responding,contradictingthe suppositionthat we are looking at a PBE. Now in
the case that z + (1 - r)6z2(F2) > z + (1 - F?)z2, then all types above z2(F2) prefer (F,Z) over (r, z). This implies that
the seller posts at t = 2 a priceZ2 strictly lower than z2(F2) given a posteriorwith support[z2(F2), 6]. This cannotbe
optimal,which contradictsthe fact thatwe are looking at PBE. Hencer = r implies thatZ = z.
We now show that (b) is impossible. First if r = F + (1 - F)6 then it must be the case that z = Z + (1 - 0F)cJ2.If
thanno type below z2 (F2) would choose s, contradictingthe fact that[0, 6] is the convex hull of types
z > Z + (1 - 0F)6Z2
that choose s. If z < Z+ (1 - F)We2,than no type would choose the sequenceof actions thatleading to F+ (1 - F?), and
Now since 6 is choosing (F,Z) at t = 1 and accepts (1, 22) at t = 2,
Z+ (1 - F)Wj2.Hence, it must be z = Z+ (1 - F)WE2.
it must be the case thatz2 <i . For type z2 it holds that F•2 - Z = [F+ (1 - ?)6]22 - [2+ (1 - 0)622] = r22 - z. But since
0 < z2 and F< r we have thatFO- ~Z rO- z contradictingthe definitionof (r, z), which is the contractwith the smallest
r thatis weakly preferredby type 0 at t = 1. This completes the proof of Step 2.1.
FromStep 2.1 it follows thatm(v) = 1 for v e [0, z2(F2)). Then, it is immediatethat

F(v)

VE[0,z2(F2))

m(s)dF(s)'

F(z2(F2))+
z2(F2)

F2m() =

(21)
m(s)dF(s)

F(z2(F2))+ •(F2)

F(z2(F2))+fz2
(F2)m(s)dF(s)
where F(z2(F2)) +
m(s)dF(s) > 0 since actions is chosen by strictlypositive probability.
f2(F2)
Now that we have
more informationabout F2m,and we know that z2(F2) = z2(F2m),we investigatewhetherit is
possible to have z2(F2) >
Z2(6).

Step 2.2.

Weshow that z2(F2)

< Z2(b).

Case 1. z2(F2) = 0
It is then immediatethatz2(F2)
Case 2.

5 z2(o).

z2(F2) > 0

Since Z2(5) is the optimalprice at T = 2, it solves (2) for beliefs given by (5). From the previousstep we have that
=
where z2(F2m)solves (2), for (21). The relevantexpressionsare28
z2(F2) z2(F2m),

(,

f

) = F(5)

- F(t))dtl,
sdF(s)- (F(U6)
L

(22)

v

V

and

=
(o,6IlF2m) [F(z2(F2))+ Jm(t)dF(t)

Z2(F2)

Since m(v) = 1 for v,

sdF (s)-

[1-F2m(s)]ds

Jo

I [0, Z2(F2)), we obtainthat

(v, 6IF2n
)=

ItdF(t)-

+
F(z2(F2))

m(s)dF(s)- F(t) dt .

ov(z2(F2)

28. Multiplyingby a constant, F(6), in the case of (5) and by F(Z2)+ f2 m(t)dF(t) in the case of (21), does not
change anything,because we care aboutthe sign of the integral.
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more easily comparablewith

(, Fr5)

F(z2(F2))dtto 0v,

let us do some rewriting.By adding and subtracting
q(o,,iI5F2),

we getthat

(,1F--

,-

=

tdF(t) v

f(F(z2(F2))
v

+ F(6) - F(z2(F2)) - F(t))dt.

e [0,
F6
v,6
z2(F2)) (v1,iIF2m) and 0q(,
) differ by a constant fZ(F2) m(s)dF(s) in the case of
F
Now because m(v) a [0,1] and F > 0, we have that
(v,3lF2), versus F(t) - F(z2(F2)) in the case of v
.
i•
which
+
implies that
F(z2(F2)) F(6) F(z2(F2)) > F(z2(F2)) + f2(F2) m(t)dF(t)

Hence for

0F(, 1

0(v,

FT),
Ioj

for all o, i

[0, 22(F2)).

(23)

Supposethatz2(o) < z2(F2), then by the definitionof Z2(v), it follows that

•

(z2(),

f

0,

)>)

for all i Ea[Z2((),
z2(F2)1,

which togetherwith (23) implies that
S(z2(6), l1F2m) 0,
>

for all 6iE

[z2(o), z2(F2)],

(24)

and by the definitionof z2(F2) we have that
0 (z2(F2), I F@m) 0,

but (24) and (25) imply

for all o5E [Z2(F2), i],

(25)

_

for all E [Z2(0),6],
e6
((z2(6),6IF2m) 0,
_
contradictingthe definitionof z2(F2). Hence, we have shown that z2(5) > z2(F2).
The reason why this is truefollows from the fact thatonly types greater thanz2 (F2) may be choosing with positive
probabilityan action that leads to a contractother then (r, z). To put it very roughly,(21) puts less weight on the higher
types of [0, i] comparedto (5). This completes the proof of Step 2.2. 11
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